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Lopelia—Alchemal Fortress Ruin 
by Andrew Shields 

 
Danger lurks beneath the alchemal college ruins. The college was destroyed by its monstrous experiments 
bursting loose and rampaging, several hundred years ago. The buildings were toppled, and everything was 
badly burned (by chemical fires, to no one’s surprise). However, some areas under the college survived.  
 
Maybe enough survived to investigate. The Scholars Guild has a half-mad agent rescued from the larder 
of a goblin tribe living in the ruin. He reported that the legendary darkology underground gardening 
experiments are completely out of hand, growing all through the phosphorescent botanical chambers. 
Slith have moved in, immune to the poisonous thorns, hunting the gimlitch beetles that mostly hang out 
on the walls and ceiling. 
 
The scholars were intrigued. What used to be in that area of the ruin? Additional research revealed that 
the main library was nearby, built in a rotating room, to remind the scholars that the point of view could 
always change, not to assume they know things they do not actually know, and to disorient thieves and 
guests. Are any of their priceless books still unspoiled? 
 
The Mission 
 
Adventurers get 100 gold just to go on the mission. The scholars will buy plant samples and books. 
• Get samples of exotic plants that were part of the darkologist underground botany, and map where 

you got the sample if you can. (They will pay from 50 to 250 gold for a map, depending on quality.) 
• Bring out any books that are not completely ruined. This library was famous once, for books that 

were rare centuries ago. 
 
Summary 
 
The goblins wage a frustrating war against the thorns, slith, and beetles that try to assimilate their lair. 
The leader found the secret entrance to a once-famous scholar’s rooms, complete with magic boobytraps, 
and now he leaves it alone—after he got a magic shield from in there. His shaman has widely explored, 
and found an intact book in the once-grand library. 
 
Majestic darkologist botanical experiments run wild with poisoned thorns, their chambers infested with 
slith packs and beetles. The library is a total loss now, where beetles breed, but the reading rooms to the 
north still have some books. 
 
Gargoyles were summoned accidentally as the fortress was destroyed. They are intelligent, and used 
books to continue experimenting with some success in their area. They raid the goblins and use the 
natural defenses of their surroundings to protect themselves, as they have for centuries.
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Goblin Faction—Lopelia Alchemal Fortress Ruin 
Size 4. Tribal. Strength 1: Easy. Wealth 2: Pocket Change 

 
Faction Summary. About 30 goblin minions, 1 guard leader (Gurglehug), 1 guard shaman (Meetchu). 30 minion 
rats, 3 guard rats. 
Treasure Summary. 
• Heavy Uncrumpler Shield. [Carried by leader, Gurgleghug]. 
• Book, Insights into the Outer Darkness by Khartuk, a treatise on the Abyss. (800 gp). [4C Meetchu room.] 
 

Location Key Guards and Treasures Tile 
5C. Surface Entrances. 

 
• N on the W side and W on the S 

side entrance to ruined tower on 
the hill above. 

• A Guard Rat is tethered in the 
top hall. Its squeals audible in 
5D if they roll 7+ Awareness. 

• Pit is the main social area, about 
10 goblins here. Flee to 4C to 
regroup and attack in numbers. 

 

Guard Rat. Guard. Light weapon. AC 10. 
• Sharp Fangs. 1 AP. Can ignore 2 AC 

of armor on a bite after rolling to hit. 
Goblin. Minion. AC 8. 
• Grapple. 1 AP. Instead of attacking, 

can grant a target -2 to all rolls. 
Rat. Minion. AC 10. 
• Expert Impede. Always +2 to impede. 
 
Patrol. 5 goblins and 2 rat minions. They 
will flee to 4C to regroup and raise alarm.  

 

5D. Mount of Scholars. 
 

• Pillar is 50 meters tall. Topped 
by a statue of Hegretch Lopelia, 
founder of the Alchemal 
Fortress. Long-cold fire pits 
around it. Nobody here. 

• In the hall, 4 statues; all 
scholars, two male, 2 female, all 
forgotten by time. 

• Good place to battle intruders. 
 

Patrol. The area is occasionally patrolled 
by 2 goblins and 1 rat minion to keep 
pests down mostly. They will flee to 4C to 
report intruders. 
 
They come and go by 4D. All doors locked 
except north door on west wall, Cunning 
difficulty 10 to unlock or Brawn 12 to 
break. 
 
N door W wall goes to social pit. N to the 
fungus farm. 
 

 

4C. The Lair. 
 

• King Gurglehug holds court in 
the secret room, leaving the E 
and S doors propped open, his 
throne in front of the N door. 
Doors are Awareness dif 10 to 
detect. 5 goblins, 2 guard rats 
guard the king. 

• Meetchu the shaman’s lair is 
just S of the court. He has the 
book. (Salvaged from the N 
library.) 

• 5 goblins are resting or playing 
games in the other rooms or 
halls. The E rooms are 
kitchen/storage area, no 
treasure. 

King Gurglehug. Guard. Heavy. AC 10. 
• Bossyell. 2 AP. All allies within a tile 

in any direction respond to his call. 
• Heavy Uncrumpler Shield. Is never 

broken, no matter how many hits. 
 
5 Goblins, 2 Guard Rats. 
 
Meetchu Shaman. Guard. Light. AC 10. 
• Scrimmage. 2 AP. Focus. Summon 4 

magic minions to perform guard 
actions only. 

• He has the book treasure with him. 
 
Gurglehug scouted the territory to the NW. 
Scared of it; he got the shield there, and 
became leader, but he won’t go back. Saw 
the animated statue. 
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4D. Fungus Farm. 
 
• About 10 goblins, 20 rats are in 

this area lounging and doing 
minimal fungus farming. Mostly 
they try to keep the beetles out, 
and cut back the persistent 
thornbushes from the north. 

• The rats focus lairing in the 
downstairs chamber. 

• The prison/larder is the NW/N 
chamber, with a bar to “lock” 
the door from outside and a 
crude shroom stem barricade N. 

Goblin. Minion. AC 8. 
• Grapple. 1 AP. Instead of attacking, 

can grant a target -2 to all rolls. 
Rat. Minion. AC 10. 
• Expert Impede. Always +2 to impede. 
  

 

 
 

Hidden Chambers—Lopelia Alchemal Fortress Ruin 
Size 1/2. Trapped/Enchanted. Strength 2: Tense. Wealth 2: Pocket Change 

 
Faction Summary. Fearsome setting illusions, an animating guardian statue. 
Treasure Summary. [All in the treasure room east of the north bedroom.] 
• Grohealia. Heavy Vampiric Sword. Every 2 wounds it deals heal the user 1. 
• 100 gp of scrolls, preserved primary sources on the sword’s gruesome history used by a vampire champion. 
• 500 gp of luxurious clothing on the statue, preserved by its magic. 
 

Location Key Guards and Treasures Tile 
4C. Hidden Chambers 

 
• The scholar’s bedroom is to the 

north. Then to the west, 
garderobe, and east, treasure 
room. 

• West room is a lounge, nothing 
valuable or dangerous. 

• To the south, mosaics of his 
exploits, his name (Aud 
Forscithian), a guest book. Then 
to the west, a closet for rotted 
robes and regalia. 

• Fearsome Setting. See things moving 
out of the corner of eyes on successful 
Awareness tests; hear a door close. 
Every minute in this area test 
Commitment, starting at 7 difficulty +1 
per minute, reset after rest. Failing the 
test, flee the area. 

• Guardian. (East of bedroom.) Taking 
the sword from the smug statue of the 
scholar/warrior, the statue animates 
and attacks until the sword is left 
behind. The statue will not leave the 
territory. Once had a shield. 

Statue. AC 14. 6 wounds. Heavy.  
• Stony. Ignores first 2 wounds from any 

attack. Awareness diff 9 to realize it is 
alive, 6 up close. 

• Vampiric Sword. Heavy. Every 2 
wounds inflicted heal the statue 1. 
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Library Ruin—Lopelia Alchemal Fortress Ruin 

Size 5. Border. Strength 4: Dangerous. Wealth 2: Pocket Change 
 
Faction Summary. Poisonous thornbushes. Slith packs. Gimlitch beetles. 
Treasure Summary. 
• Guntask IV Treatise on 8th Demi-Plane of Orvian Torment. 1,000 gold. [1C, 4th room on the east side.] 
• (2) Travel journal of a famous adventurer, Mogthrush the Mad. 300 gold each. [1C, 2nd room on the west side.] 
• Belau’s Treatise on Lost Island Mythology. 400 gold. [1C, 8th room on the west side.] 
 

Location Key Guards and Treasures Tile 
3C. Slith Breeding Tunnels. 

 
• 3 rooms have thick thorns 

growing around the walls, with 
slith nests underneath. 

• Secret door NE leads to a 
former privy, but it has no 
growths or predators. 
Awareness dif 10 to detect. Slith 
will not pursue inside if the door 
is closed. 

• N tunnel to the library—beetle 
breeding area, food source. 

 

Slith. Swarm. AC 10.  
• Swarm. 1d10 to hit, +1 per extra slith. 

+1 wound per 5 slith attacking 1 target. 
Gimlitch Beetles. Minion. AC 10. 
• Spit Goo. 1 AP. Roll 2d10 to hit. 

Target is -2 to all rolls, and must test 
Daring or fall. In a hazardous area, 
may be injured. 

Botchul Thorns. Make arena hazardous. 
• Venom. Touching thorns, test Brawn 

diff 10 or take 1 wound and be -1 to all 
rolls for 10 minutes. Cumulative effect. 

 
 

3D. Thorn Basin. 
 

• Slith swarms. They defend 
their main territory. They 
sometimes climb the cliff SE 
and SW. The SW cliff leads to 
the breeding grounds. They stay 
away from the stairs unless 
pursuing attackers. 

Slith Lair. Slith have formed dozens of 
tunnels three-dimensionally through the 
massive banks of thorns heaping in the 
central chamber. Attack with as many as 
you want until the characters retreat. 

 
 

2C. The Library. 
 

• If all doors to the library close, 
it rises up 1 meter and turns 
with a grinding sound, moving 
1d10 doors at the rate of 1 a 
round, then stopping. Until it 
stops, no doors can open. 

• Default, 3 S doors are open. 
• Rooms around library are 

slith/beetle battlegrounds. 
• Gargoyles have moved through 

from W to S to raid goblins. 

Gimlitch Beetle Breeding Ground. The 
beetles are uncharacteristically aggressive 
in the round room. They will fly at a 
character’s head, counted as a 1d10 ranged 
attack, stunning the attacking beetle. 
 
The beetles kill slith and pile them in a 
crater in the center of the room, to feed the 
hatchling young. 
 
Main floor in library is hazardous, crust and 
slime for beetle breeding ground, thick with 
eggs and “processed” paper, leather, wood. 
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2D. Meeting Rooms. 
 

• Nobody bothers with this area. 
• Doors to the SE keep slith and 

beetles out. 
• The meeting room is appointed 

with a big table and some rotted 
wall art. Luminous fungus has 
taken the room over; it is not 
harmful, but glows gently. 

No patrols. North exits are dead ends, as are 
E exits. 


 

1C. Reading Rooms. 
 
• Nothing going on in W corridor. 
• N, E, and W exits are dead ends. 
• Guntask IV Treatise on 8th 

Demi-Plane of Orvian Torment. 
1,000 gold. Room 4 E. 

• (2) Travel journal of a famous 
adventurer, Mogthrush the Mad. 
300 gold each. Room 2 W. 

• Belau’s Treatise on Lost Island 
Mythology. 400 gold. Room 8 
W. 

 

Corridor of Fungus. Outside reading 
rooms. Glow yellow and steam. Test Brawn 
every minute or be -4 to all rolls for 10 
minutes. 
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Gargoyle Garden—Lopelia Alchemal Fortress Ruin 

Size 4. Predator Lair. Strength 3: Hazardous. Wealth 1: Waste of Time 
 
Faction Summary. A pod of about 12 gargoyles. Some carnivorous plants. 
Treasure Summary. 
• Finely bound and illustrated book of elven poetry by Melamia Swishelcreek. 450 gold. [3A N back room.] 
• Rare mushrooms worth 500 gold. [2A NW triangle room.] 
• Rare mystic flowers worth 500 gold. [2A N triangle room.] 
 

Location Key Guards and Treasures Tile 
1A. Secret Garden 

 
• N and E exits to surface have 

been walled up with weird, 
sloppy stonework by gargoyles. 

• 4 main hazardous arenas—pool, 
stairs up, E half of room, W half 
of room (including heart pod.) 

• Statue of Dufell, Goddess of the 
Deep, in goblin sage form. 

Tentaculus. Carnivorous plant.  
• Heart pod. NW, its roots all through 

the cavern behind. It rolls 3d10 pick 
top 2 to hit, as a very heavy weapon. 

• Feeder Tendrils. All around the edge 
of the cavern, around the statue. They 
attack as minions, 10 can attack at a 
time. 1 move action to move from far 
side of room to near side, then 1 more 
to move to biting range of heart pod. 
AC 8, no damage on a hit.  

 
2A. Summoning Compound 

 
• NW triangle, planters and 

mystic glowing light, golden 
mystic flowers worth 500 gold. 
10. Eat 1 to recharge all rested 
spells for wizards. 

• NE triangle. Planters. 
Mushrooms worth 500 gold.  

• Secret doors Awareness diff 10. 

Gargoyles. AC 14. 6 wounds. Light.  
• Stony. Ignores first 2 wounds from any 

attack. Awareness diff 9 to realize it is 
alive, 6 up close. 

 
1 guards flowers, 1 guards mushrooms, 1 
guards summoning room. All 3 sleep. 
 
Summoning circle inlaid with weird metals 
that cannot be pried out. Radiate magic.  

 
2B. Defended Entry 

 
• E room complex used to be 

guest quarters for visiting 
scholars, with the big E room a 
lounge to share. 

• N and S exits are dead ends. 
• W room used to be a 

preparation room for rituals in 
2A, now stripped bare. 

Sleeping Gargoyle Guards. 
• Big E room NW corner. 
• In N and S corridors by S corridor E/W 

facing each other. 
• Behind secret door (Awareness diff 10) 

to respond to sounds of combat in the 
hall.  
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3A. Prison and Sleeping Area 
 
• Center room is a study, with a 

small reading room to the east 
with a finely bound and 
illustrated book of elven poetry 
by Melamia Swishelcreek. 450 
gold in back room. 

• Sleeping room in NE. Secret 
door Awareness diff 10. The 
rest of the space ignored and 
empty. Formerly wizard 
quarters. 

 

Gargoyles. AC 14. 6 wounds. Light.  
• Stony. Ignores first 2 wounds from any 

attack. Awareness diff 9 to realize it is 
alive, 6 up close. 

 
1 in N center room. 
 
4 resting in NE room.  
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Narrative Summary 
 
FACTIONS 
 
Goblins and Border: Bitter Hate 
Goblins and Gargoyles: Rivalry 
Border and Gargoyles: Symbiotic Relationship 
 
To the west, a pod of gargoyles has settled in. They were accidentally summoned, and never left the area, 
finding it to their liking and redolent with ancient mystic energies. Their leader is inquisitive, and has 
raided the book rooms in the unclaimed ruin to the east, finding books on how to raise strange and exotic 
mushrooms and magic flowers that, when eaten, rest the magic user’s spellcasting abilities! 
 
The gargoyles navigate the borders with ease, as they can push through the thorns or climb walls and 
ceilings with minimal risk. They like the taste of goblin, and occasionally raid the goblins. The goblins in 
turn have raided the magic garden once, and the gargoyles will see to it they never raid it again. (But the 
goblins have a distorted tale of how awesome the garden is.) 
 
One or more factions outside the compound are considering rolling the goblins (who are weakened by the 
assault that freed the scholars’ informant) and stealing their area. Or, the goblins might be reinforced by 
more of their kin; but that might set up a power struggle… Have fun with this. 
 
Treasure Summary 
 
Goblins 
• Heavy Uncrumpler Shield. [Carried by leader, Gurgleghug]. 
• Book, Insights into the Outer Darkness by Khartuk, a treatise on the Abyss. (800 gp). [4C Meetchu 

room.] 
 
Hidden Scholar Quarters [All in the treasure room east of the north bedroom.] 
• Grohealia. Heavy Vampiric Sword. Every 2 wounds it deals heal the user 1. 
• 100 gp of scrolls, preserved primary sources on the sword’s gruesome history used by a vampire 

champion. 
• 500 gp of luxurious clothing on the statue, preserved by its magic. 
 
Library Ruin 
• Guntask IV Treatise on 8th Demi-Plane of Orvian Torment. 1,000 gold. [1C, 4th room on the east 

side.] 
• (2) Travel journal of a famous adventurer, Mogthrush the Mad. 300 gold each. [1C, 2nd room on the 

west side.] 
• Belau’s Treatise on Lost Island Mythology. 400 gold. [1C, 8th room on the west side.] 
 
Gargoyle Lair 
• Finely bound and illustrated book of elven poetry by Melamia Swishelcreek. 450 gold. [3A N back 

room.] 
• Rare mushrooms worth 500 gold. [2A NW triangle room.] 
• Rare mystic flowers worth 500 gold. [2A N triangle room.] 
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Hazard Summary 
 
Goblins 
 
Guard Rat. Guard. Light weapon. AC 10. 
• Sharp Fangs. 1 AP. Can ignore 2 AC of armor 

on a bite after rolling to hit. 
 
Goblin. Minion. AC 8. 
• Grapple. 1 AP. Instead of attacking, can grant a 

target -2 to all rolls. 
 
Rat. Minion. AC 10. 
• Expert Impede. Always +2 to impede. 
 
King Gurglehug. Guard. Heavy. AC 10. 
• Bossyell. 2 AP. All allies within a tile in any 

direction respond to his call. 
• Heavy Uncrumpler Shield. Is never broken, no 

matter how many hits. 
 
Meetchu Shaman. Guard. Light. AC 10. 
• Scrimmage. 2 AP. Focus. Summon 4 magic 

minions to perform guard actions only. 
• He has the book treasure with him. 
 
Hidden Scholar Quarters 
 
Fearsome Setting. See things moving out of the 
corner of eyes on successful Awareness tests; hear a 
door close. Every minute in this area test 
Commitment, starting at 7 difficulty +1 per minute, 
reset after rest. Failing the test, flee the area. 
 
Statue. AC 14. 6 wounds. Heavy. Dressed like a 
smug wealthy scholar. 
• Stony. Ignores first 2 wounds from any attack. 

Awareness diff 9 to realize it is alive, 6 up close. 
• Vampiric Sword. Heavy. Every 2 wounds 

inflicted heal the statue 1. 
Animates if sword is touched, fighting until they 
leave the territory or surrender the sword. 
 
Library Ruin 
 
Corridor of Fungus. Outside reading rooms. Glow 
yellow and steam. Test Brawn every minute or be -4 
to all rolls for 10 minutes. 
 
Slith. Swarm. AC 10. Cat-sized  leathery T-Rexes. 
• Swarm. 1d10 to hit, +1 per extra slith. +1 wound 

per 5 slith attacking 1 target. 
 

Gimlitch Beetles. Minion. AC 10. Basketball sized 
beetles, black shells, cling to walls, ceiling. Smell like 
dishsoap. 
• Spit Goo. 1 AP. Roll 2d10 to hit. Target is -2 to 

all rolls, and must test Daring or fall. In a 
hazardous area, may be injured. 

 
Botchul Thorns. Make arena hazardous. Dull 
orange, fading to yellow tips. Thick as a pencil. 
• Venom. Touching thorns, test Brawn diff 10 or 

take 1 wound and be -1 to all rolls for 10 
minutes. Cumulative effect. 

 
Gargoyle Lair 
 
Gargoyles. AC 14. 6 wounds. Light.  
• Stony. Ignores first 2 wounds from any attack. 

Awareness diff 9 to realize it is alive, 6 up close. 
 
Tentaculus. Carnivorous plant.  
• Heart pod. NW, its roots all through the cavern 

behind. It rolls 3d10 pick top 2 to hit, as a very 
heavy weapon. 

• Feeder Tendrils. All around the edge of the 
cavern, around the statue. They attack as 
minions, 10 can attack at a time. 1 move action 
to move from far side of room to near side, then 
1 more to move to biting range of heart pod. AC 
8, no damage on a hit. 
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